
DAILY HOME WORK OF CLASS 4 
Date 12/09/2020 
 
WRITE: 
 LANG:  
CHAPTER - ADJECTIVES 
 
Q. Fill in the blanks with suitable Adjectives -  
 
1. Mr. Joy is a __ man.  
2. I read a __ story.  
3. Johny Walker was a _ man  
4. Pritesh is a _ boy.  
5. Fruit - juice is a __ drink.  
6. He is a ___ father.  
7. Ashok was a___ king.  
8. Sarika has __ cheeks.  
  
 ************* 
Videos class 4 English language chapter Adjective (part 1) ************* 
                                                                                                                                                                                       
LIT-   
Write:Question / Answer 
 
Q3.Which lines in the poem tell you that the speaker in the poem is a child? 
Ans: 'But where are you when I am put to bed'  this line tells us that the speaker in the poem is a child. 
Q4.What words have been used to describe the butterfly's wings? 
Ans:Soft and butter are the words which is used to describe butterfly's wings. 
*********** 
Video: Chapter 10: Oh Butterfly where do you go.? (Part 1,2) 
*******"** 
 
SCIENCE:   
Chapter 6- Digestion  
 Write 
1-Read ch-6 and underline the hardwords and write them in your C. W copy.  
2-Write word-meaning from glossary of the chapter.  
 
*********** 
Video- safety and first aid revise previous video  
********** 
  
MATHS:- 
Solve exercise 16 Que. No. 19 in c.w copy and que.no.4 to 6 in practice register. 
 
******** 
Video Maths Chapter 5 Multiplication and Division part 17 and 15 
******** 
 
 S.St - 
Ch.      7 
Write ( Continuation) 
Q 5 . Write four uses of mountain forests. 



Ans 5. Four uses of mountain forests ----- 
1 Climbers and tourists visit them for the scenery  
2. Farmers graze their animals on them. 
3 .Water authorities make reservoirs and pump the water to town and cities. 
4 . Forestry companies grow coniferous forests and harvest wood on them. 
 
 ************* 
 Video : Forest and wildlife Part -2 ************* 
 
COMPUTER- 
Chapter 4 
Activity- Draw activity in c. w copy. 
1.Page no.45( How to change the font colour) 
2.Page no. 50( Insertion of tables). 
 
 *********** 
VIDEO – Chapter 4 (Part 1,2,3,4) 
************* 
 

       :        

     6 एक     घर 

 

        र 40  र   ए गए      क     र      क              क            क रए| 

 
 
********* 

Video - एक     घर 

******** 
.ART AND CRAFT 
Make a poster on HINDI DIWAS observed on 14 September 
 
M.SCIENCE- learn word meaning and question answers of of lesson 3 
 
WRITING- do two pages in cursive writing book. 
 
G.K. Write five lines on our late president Dr. Pranab Mukherjee 
 
LEARN: 
ENGLISH:- 
LANG: Definition of  adjective with example. 
 
LIT: Written work 
 
MATHS- Learn table from 2 to 15 
 
SST:  Written work 
                                                                                                                                      
COMP: extra question 
        

      :        र     कर   

SCIENCE-written work 


